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Abstract 
 
We analyze a psychologically-based model of voter turnout in an election with common value 
and uncertainty. Our model yields distinctive comparative statics results. First, an increase in 
the proportion of informed citizens may cause the winning margin for the right candidate to 
either rise or fall. In addition such increase can have a non-monotonic effect on turnout of 
uninformed citizens. Second, as the prior becomes more favourable towards the ex ante 
favoured candidate, turnouts of informed and uninformed voters both change in a non-
monotonic way. Furthermore, total turnout can be positively or negatively correlated with 
winning margins. 
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1 Introduction

Elections are a cornerstone of democracy. How people vote and who go to vote deter-

mine how representative the electoral outcome is of preferences of the citizenry. Despite

the unanimity in the economics and political science literature about the importance of

understanding what motivates participation and voting in elections, this issue remains

largely unresolved and is a subject of a huge open debate. In this paper, we build on

our previous work (Degan and Merlo [9] and Li and Majumdar [22]) and o¤er a model

of voter turnout based on regret. Our aim is to provide a tractable framework, taking

advantage of evidence from psychological studies on decision making and stylized facts

about voter turnout. Our model generates distinctive potentially testable implications

and can be used in future research to study information provision and acquisition as well

as di¤erent policy questions.

The standard �rational choice�approach to voter turnout, represented by the pivotal-

voter model (see, e.g., Ledyard [20]; Palfrey and Rosenthal [26]; Feddersen and Pesendor-

fer [10]; Borgers [4]) has apparently been rejected by empirical and experimental evidence

in a variety of dimensions (see, e.g., Levine and Palfrey [21]; Coate, Conlin, and Moro [7];

Agranov et al. [1]). As a response, models of turnout have been developed that have

deviated from the assumption that individuals are fully rational and take only into con-

sideration the probability of being pivotal when deciding whether and how to cast a vote.

All alternative approaches, which take away the assumption that individuals vote solely

to directly a¤ect the result of the elections, are inevitably based on some behavioural

assumption.

Rule or group utilitarian models of turnout (see, e.g., Harsanyi [16], Feddersen and

Sandroni [11, 12], Coate and Conlin [6]) assume that individuals are ethical in the sense

that they follow the rule that if followed by everybody else in the population (or their

group) maximizes the welfare of the population (or the group to which they belong). Ex-

pressive voting models (see, e.g., Fiorina [14]; Aldrich [2]; Schuessler [30]; Hillman [17, 18];

Degan [8]; Ortoleva and Snowberg [25]) assume that individuals bene�t from voting due

to the utility they derive from self-expression.1 Biased-beliefs models (see, e.g., Ortoleva

and Snowberg [25]; Chaves and Peralta [5]) assume that citizens have one of possible

cognitive biases. Ortoleva and Snowberg [25] assume that citizens are overcon�dent due

to correlation neglect. Chaves and Peralta [5] assume that citizens are self-delusive , in

the sense that they believe that an exogenous proportion of like-minded citizen behave

like them. Regret-based theories of voting (see, e.g., Ferejohn and Fiorina [13]; Degan and

1Hamlin and Jennings [15] provide a comprehensive survey of the literature on expressive political

behaviour.
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Merlo [9]; Li and Majumdar [22]) are based on the behavioural assumption that individ-

uals are concerned about making the wrong decision and experience regret if they fail to

vote or vote for the wrong option. Ferejohn and Fiorina [13] postulate that citizens may

vote in order to avoid the regret they would experience if they were to abstain in a situ-

ation where their vote would have been decisive. So, although their citizens are not able

to calculate the probability of being pivotal, they think that their action could a¤ect the

result of the election. Degan and Merlo [9] consider a context where citizens are uncertain

about who the �right�candidate is and incur a psychological cost upon the act of voting

associated with the possibility of voting for the wrong candidate. Li and Majumdar [22]

consider a context with heterogeneous preferences and certainty where voters experience

regret if they fail to vote or vote for the wrong candidate and such regret depends on

the margins of victory. Similar to Degan and Merlo [9], any instrumental motivation is

completely absent. Di¤erent from Degan and Merlo [9], who assume that the disutility

for possibly making the wrong choice is experienced upon voting, both Ferejohn and Fio-

rina [13] and Li and Majumdar [22] assume that voters make voting decisions based on

anticipated ex-post regret.2 ;3

There appears to be empirical support for the common underlying assumptions of

regret-based models of voting. For example, CBS News and the New York Times con-

ducted a poll of 1720 Americans during November 10�12, 2000 and found that 55% of

those who did not vote regretted not voting in the 2000 U.S. presidential elections. In

France, following the surprising elimination of the socialist candidate Lionel Jospin at the

hands of the far-right anti-immigration candidate Jean-Marie Le Pen in the �rst round of

the 2002 French presidential election, many French voters regretted their decision not to

vote.4 In these (large) elections, each individual voter�s decision would not have a¤ected

the outcome of the election, yet voters who did not vote experienced regret afterwards.

Similar results are recurrent in a variety of electoral surveys. Degan and Merlo [9] �nd

that their regret-based model of election is able to explain the observed turnout and voting

patterns in US presidential and House elections.

Besides the above-cited evidence speci�c to behaviour in elections, regret is a widely

observed psychological phenomenon (see Landman [19]). In psychological research, regret

has increasingly become recognized as an important factor in decision making.5 Some

2For a discussion and justi�cations of regret-based voting theories see, e.g. Li and Majumdar [22] and

Degan and Merlo [9].
3Merlo [24] provides a concise survey of the di¤erent models of voter turnout, while Schnellenbach

and Schubert [29] discuss more of the models with psychological origins.
4Financial Times, London, May 4, 2002, p. 09. These two examples are borrowed from Li and

Majumdar [22].
5Roese and Olson [28] provide an anthology of research in counterfactual thinking, while Roese [27]
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economic and decision theorists have emphasized the role of anticipated regret in decision

making (Loomes and Sugden [23]; Bell [3]). However, the concept of regret in these models

is very narrowly de�ned and cannot easily be applied across di¤erent situations.

In this paper, we present a model of voter participation and voting in large elections

based on anticipated ex-post regret. As anticipated, our model builds on those of Degan

and Merlo [9] and Li and Majumdar [22].6 A key assumption is that potential voters

experience regret if they fail to vote or vote for the wrong candidate. Such regret is

dependent on who wins the election and what the margin of victory is. In particular,

a voter experiences more regret if the �wrong� candidate wins, and experiences more

regret if the election outcome is close. That people experience regret when they abstain

is consistent with the long standing idea that failure to vote is viewed negatively in a

democratic society. It is conceivable that such negative (self-)perception is especially

strong when the election is close or when the �right�candidate loses the election. One

possible interpretation is that citizens are ethical. They believe that by failing to vote

or voting for the wrong candidate, they would disappoint people with similar political

preferences to themselves and be subject to blame, hence they will experience regret from

their decision. The psychological e¤ect of the letdown will be stronger, and therefore

regret higher, when the election result is close and when the election outcome is against

the citizen�s preferences.

In our model, there are two candidates, A and B, and two states of the world, sA and

sB. There are a continuum of voters with common preferences. They prefer candidate A

in state sA, which occurs with probability p and candidate B in state sB, which occurs

with probability 1 � p. A proportion of citizens are informed about the state, while the
remaining are not. Each citizen�s utility is determined by his anticipated regret from (not)

voting or voting for the wrong candidate, and a cost of voting, which is drawn from a

random distribution. He votes for a candidate if doing so gives him the highest expected

utility among the three options available (voting for A; for B, or abstaining).

We �nd that in any equilibrium uninformed voters must vote for the ex-ante preferred

candidate at least with probability 1=2: It follows that the right candidate is always

elected in the more likely state. We characterize the equilibrium and �nd conditions for

a desirable equilibrium, where the right candidate is also elected in the less likely state,

and for an undesirable equilibrium, where the right candidate is not elected in the less

likely state. Undesirable equilibria exist for relatively low proportion of informed citizens.

Mixing equilibria exist when the probabilities of the two states are close.

writes about the relation between regret and decision making to the general readership.
6As do Degan and Merlo [9], but not Li and Majumdar [22], we assume that a proportion of citizens

are uncertain about who the �righ�candidate is.
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Our model generates both predictions in line with previous models of turnout and

others that are novel or depart from them.

First, in all equilibria informed citizens have a higher turnout than uninformed ones.

Furthermore, regret in the less likely state is higher than in the more likely one, which in

turns implies that informed voters turn out more in the less likely state �a version of the

�underdog e¤ect.�

Second, as it becomes increasingly clear who the best candidate is, the margin of

victory for the best candidate always increases, which is intuitive. Furthermore, and in-

terestingly, as information becomes more clear, the change in turnouts of both uninformed

and informed citizens is non-monotonic. In particular, turnout of uninformed citizens ini-

tially decreases but then increases. The turnout of informed citizens changes in a more

complex way. It always decreases in the ex-ante more likely state, and it increases in the

other state if there are enough informed citizens so that the right candidate also wins

in the other state. Otherwise, it changes non-monotonically: it �rst increases and then

decreases.

Third, when the proportion of informed citizens increases, the margin of victory for

the more likely candidate increases in all types of equilibria except the undesirable mixing

equilibrium, while that for the less likely candidate always increases. In the meantime,

the turnout of informed citizens decreases in all cases but in the less likely state in the

undesirable pure equilibrium, while that of uninformed voters decreases except in the

undesirable mixing equilibrium.

We also use the above comparative statics to assess the relationship between the

margin of victory and total turnout. When we vary the degree of clarity about the

information on who the right candidate is, holding everything else �xed, we �nd that

higher (absolute) margin can correspond to higher or lower turnout, depending on the

type of equilibrium, the realization of the state, and the proportion of informed citizens.

Similar results about correlation between margin of victory and turnout can be obtained

if we vary the proportion of informed citizens, holding everything else �xed.

A key modelling assumption we adopt is that margins of victory a¤ect citizens�utility

in a non-instrumental way. The way they a¤ect turnout resembles the way winning

margins indirectly a¤ect turnout in pivotal-voter models, including that of Feddersen

and Pesendorfer [10].7 We show however that our model, where citizens do not take

7In pivotal-voter models, there is a negative relationship between expected margins of victory and

pivotal probabilities. Among existing pivotal-voter models we take as a benchmark for comparison the

one of Feddersen and Pesendorfer [10] because, despite the absence of costly voting, it is the one that

share our modelling assumptions the most. Namely, it is a common value setting with informed and

uninformed citizens.
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the probability of being pivotal into account and where positive and negative margins of

victory a¤ects utility di¤erently, delivers important di¤erent predictions from Feddersen

and Pesendorfer [10]. First, in our model, even in large elections there is not necessarily

information aggregation, as we �nd undesirable equilibria where only the ex-ante favoured

candidate always wins in the right state, but the non-favoured candidate always loses.

This result is not that surprising because our voters do not condition on the probability

of being pivotal when they make a voting decision but they are only concerned about

the psychological utility related to the margins of victory. Second, in Feddersen and

Pesendorfer�s [10] model, in equilibrium uninformed citizens either vote for one candidate

or abstain, but they never mix between the two candidates, as they do in our model.

Third, their model predicts that turnout of uninformed citizens always increases as the

proportion of informed voters increases. In our model, this happens only in undesirable

mixed-strategy equilibria. Fourth, in Feddersen and Pesendorfer�s [10] model, the margin

of victory increases with the proportion of people that are informed, while in our model

this is not the case in various circumstances. Finally, in our model the ex-ante probability

of the right state has an important impact on both turnout and voting decisions.8

To summarize, we make the following contributions in this paper: we provide a

tractable framework that is on solid footing in terms of consistency with psychologi-

cal studies on decision making and stylized facts about voter turnout. We deliver in this

model many interesting distinctive comparative statics results, which provide an opportu-

nity to test the validity of the model using experimental or empirical studies. In addition,

given its inclusion of uncertainty, the model can be used, in future research, to study

information provision and acquisition as well as other policy questions.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present the model. In section 3

we analyze the equilibrium. In section 4 we conduct comparative statics analysis and in

section 5 we conclude.

2 Model

In our model, there are two candidates, A and B. There are a continuum of citizens

with common preferences. They prefer the candidate suitable to the state of the world:

candidate A in state sA and candidate B in state sB. State sA occurs with probability

p and state sB with probability 1 � p: Without loss of generality, we focus on the case
p � 1=2.
Since there are a continuum of citizens, the probability of any voter being pivotal is

8Feddersen and Pesendorfer [10] write that, when the population is large, �One parameter that does

not play a critical role in either the decision to participate or voting choice is the common knowledge

prior belief (�) concerning the state of the world ...�
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zero. On the other hand, a citizen incurs regret if he abstains or votes for the �wrong�

candidate, that is, the candidate who is not suitable to the state of the world.

Following Li and Majumdar [22], we assume a voter�s regret is r(m), when the margin

of victory is m (or, margin of loss if m < 0) for the �right� candidate. For notational

convenience, we divide the regret function into two parts: r� : R� ! R+ and r+ : R+ !
R+, de�ned as follows

r�(m)= r(m) for m < 0;

r+(m)= r(m) for m > 0;

We assume that r has the following property.

Assumption 1. The regret function r is nonnegative, di¤erentiable, and satis�es the
following assumptions:

(i) r is strictly increasing for m < 0 and strictly decreasing for m > 0 up to �m as

de�ned below;

(ii) r(�1) = r(1) = 0;
(iii) Winner Regrets Less:

r+(m) < r�(�m) for all m > 0;

(iv) r+(m) = 0 for m � m, for some m � 1.

Part (i) means that regret is stronger when the outcome of the election is close. Part

(ii) says that regret reaches zero when the margin of victory of a candidate becomes large.

Part (iii), the winner-regret-less assumption, means that, for a given margin of victory, an

abstaining voter�s regret is higher when his favoured candidate loses, than that when his

favoured candidate wins by the same margin. This is also true for very arbitrarily small

margins. Part (iv) is made for simplicity.9

The state is not observed by all citizens. A fraction q 2 (0; 1) of the population

is informed and observes the state, while the remaining fraction 1 � q is uninformed
and only knows its probability distribution. In addition, a citizen incurs a cost c when he

participates in an election. Each citizen�s cost of participation is indepedently drawn from

a random distribution with a continuous distribution function F and density function f .

Table 1 summarizes citizens� preferences conditional on the state of the world, sI ,

I = fA;Bg.
9Our Winner Regrets Less assumption is a weaker version of the one made by Li and Majumdar [22],

who assume that
r0�(�m)
�r0(m) < 1 for m > 0: Part (iv) of our Assumption 1 would hold necessarily if, in

addition to assuming continuity of the regret function, we were making their stronger assumption.
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State sA State sB
Abstain �r(mA) �r(mB)

Vote for A �c �c� r(mB)

Vote for B �c� r(mA) �c

Table 1: Citizens�preferences

When deciding whether to participate and, eventually how to vote, a citizen has to

compare the expected utility of the three options: abstain, voting for A, and voting for B.

Table 2 shows the uninformed citizen�s expected utility for each option: where 1fsIg is an

Expected Utility

Abstain �E[1fsAgr(mA) + 1fsBgr(mB)]

Vote for A �c� E[1fsBgr(mB)]

Vote for B �c� E[1fsAgr(mA)]

Table 2: Uninformed citizens�choices

indicator function that takes value 1 when the state of the world is sI and zero otherwise.

To facilitate analysis, we normalize a citizen�s payo¤ by adding c + E[1fsAgr(mA) +

1fsAgr(mB)] to each expected utility value in Table 2. Consequently, an uninformed

citizen�s problem can be represented as

maxfc; E[1fsAgr(mA)]; E[1fsBgr(mB)]g;

with utility values representing abstaining, voting for A, and voting for B respectively.

Given anticipated margins of victory in the two states, mA and mB, an uniformed

citizen with cost of voting c votes (for either A or B) if and only if

c � minfpr(mA); (1� p)r(mB)g:

An informed citizen, in contrast, will never choose to vote for the wrong candidate.

He votes for the right candidate as long as his voting cost is relatively low, otherwise he

abstains. An informed citizen with cost c votes in state sI if and only if

c � r(mI);

where mI is the winning margin of candidate I in state sI , where I = A;B.
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3 Equilibrium characterization

In this section, we characterize the equilibrium of our model. Let �u denote turnout

of uninformed citizens and � 2 [0; 1] the probability that an uninformed citizen votes
for candidate A; conditioning on voting. Similarly, let � I denote turnout of informed

citizens in state I = A;B: As we have argued in the previous section, an informed citizen

votes if and only if his cost is lower than the regret of not voting, which implies that

� I = F (r(mI)).

In equilibrium, we must require that the realized margins of victory of the two candi-

dates be consistent with the anticipated margins of victorymA andmB and the behaviour

they induce:

mA= qF (r(mA)) + (1� q)�u(2�� 1); (1)

mB = qF (r(mB)) + (1� q)�u(1� 2�): (2)

Summing the two equations, we obtain

mA +mB = q[F (r(mA)) + F (r(mB))]: (3)

We may make two simple observations from (3). First, the sum of the winning margins

for the right candidate in each state is equal to the sum of the turnouts of the informed

citizens. The reason is that uninformed citizens cannot condition their votes on the state,

so that if they increase the winning margin of the right candidate in one state, they must

decrease it in the other state. Second, the left hand side of (3) is the sum of the anticipated

margins, while the right hand side is the sum of realized margins given the anticipated

margins. In equilibrium, they must be equal. We may also rewrite it as

[mA � F (r(mA))] + [mB � qF (r(mB))] = 0: (4)

The interpretation is that the number of votes from the uninformed voters needed to

make up for the shortfall between the anticipated margin of Candidate A and the realized

margin due to votes for A cast by the informed voters in state A, must be exactly the

opposite of the counterpart for Candidate B.

From (3), we may obtain some immediate but important implications, summarized in

the following Lemma, about the winning margins in the two states.

Lemma 1. In all voting equilibria, mA > 0 and mA � mB.

Proof of Lemma 1: First, we show that mA > 0. According to (3), mA + mB > 0.

Thus, we may rule out the case where mA � 0 and mB � 0. Furthermore, mA � 0

9



implies that there must be uninformed voters who vote for B. But, an uninformed voter

�nds it optimal to vote for B only if (1 � p)r(mB) � pr(mA). By the assumptions of

�winner regrets less" and p � 1=2, we must have 0 < mB � �mA, which would imply

mA +mB � 0, a contradiction. Hence, we conclude mA > 0. To show mA � mB, assume

to the contrary, mB > mA > 0. This implies pr(mA) > (1 � p)r(mB), which in turn

implies all uninformed voters who participate in the election vote for A, i.e. � = 1. Thus,

mA = qF (r(mA)) + (1� q)�(2�� 1) > qF (r(mB)) + (1� q)�(1� 2�) = mB

by (1) and (2), a contradiction. �

Lemma 1 states that in the ex-ante more likely state (sA), the right candidate (A)

wins. In the other state (sB), the right candidate (B) either wins by a smaller margin or

loses the election. The informed voters always vote for the right candidate. Thus, in either

state, if the right candidate loses the election, it must be because more uninformed voters

have voted for the wrong candidate than for the right candidate. Since the strategies of

uninformed voters do not depend on the state, it must mean more uninformed voters have

voted for the right candidate in the other state, which guarantees that in that state the

right candidate wins. However, since state sA is more likely and winners regret less, if A

loses the election in state sA, in order for uninformed voters to be willing to vote for B,

it must mean that in state sB, candidate B wins by a smaller margin than A�s margin

of loss, which implies the sum of the two margins is negative. But this is impossible, as

their sum is simply equal to the sum of the turnouts of informed voters in either state.

Thus, candidate A must win the election in state sA. In addition, if in both states the

right candidate wins the election, A�s winning margin has to be higher, because if B

had a higher winning margin then an uninformed voter would strictly prefer to vote for

A and informed voters would vote for A more than they vote for B, which results in a

contradiction.

Lemma 1, (1), and (2) also have implications on the mixing probabilities of uninformed

voters, as the following lemma demonstrates.

Lemma 2. In all voting equilibria, � � 1=2.

Proof of Lemma 2: Assume, to the contrary, � < 1=2. This implies that the uninformed
voters vote for B with a positive probability. Hence,

pr(mA) � (1� p)r(mB):

Since p � 1=2, r(mA) � r(mB). Using (1) and (2), we concludemB > mA, a contradiction

to Lemma 1. �
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The above lemma implies that there cannot be any equilibrium in which the unin-

formed voters vote only for B. This leaves us with two types of equilibria in terms of the

uniformed voters�behaviour, namely, pure, in which they always vote for A and, mixing,

in which they are split between A and B. In addition, this implies that the turnout for

uninformed citizens can be written as

�u = F (pr(mA)) :

While in state sA the right candidate always wins (see Lemma 1), in state sB the

wrong candidate could be elected. Without loss of generality, with the only purpose of

simplifying exposition, we assume that when the margin of victory is zero, candidate B

is elected. We distinguish between two types of equilibria: desirable and undesirable.

De�nition 1. An equilibrium is called desirable when mA > 0 and mB � 0.

De�nition 2. An equilibrium is called undesirable if mA > 0 and mB < 0.

In terms of the election outcome, desirable equilibria are those where the right candi-

date is elected in both states, while in undesirable equilibria candidate B is never elected.

In addition, we will divide our analysis according to whether the uninformed voters mix

between voting for two candidates.10 ;11

De�nition 3. An equilibrium is called mixing if uninformed voters mix between voting

for A and voting for B.

In the following two subsections we analyze in details mixing and desirable pure-

strategy and undesirable equilibria.

3.1 Mixing equilibria

In a mixing equilibrium both candidates receive votes from uninformed voters. We �rst

consider desirable and then undesirable mixing equilibria.

10Note that we can abstract from uninformed voters that are indi¤erent between abstention and par-

ticipation, because for any anticipated margins of victory this indi¤erence happens only for a particular

realization of the cost, which has zero probability measure.
11Since we have a continuum of voters, a �mixin�equilibrium can be equivalently realized through either

each uninformed voter playing a mixed strategy or a subset of voters voting for A and the remaining

voting for B (i.e., all voters playing pure strategies).
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3.1.1 Desirable mixing equilibrium

In a desirable mixing equilibrium the right candidate is elected in both states and both

candidates receive votes from uninformed voters. In order for this to occur, we need

uninformed voters to be indi¤erent between voting for A and for B.

pr(mA) = (1� p)r(mB): (5)

Let m0 2 [0; 1] be de�ned by
pr(m0) = (1� p)r(0): (6)

In words, m0 is the margin of victory for candidate A in state sA that would make the

uninformed voter indi¤erent between A and B, when in state sB, the margin of victory

for candidate B is 0, which is the lowest margin she can get in a desirable equilibrium.

Note that m0 is increasing in p, equal to 0 when p = 1=2, and equal to m when p = 1.12

For each mA 2 [m0; 1], there exists a unique mB � 0 that satis�es (5). With a slight
abuse of notation, we usemB(mA) to denote this value (we have suppressed its dependence

on p).

Lemma 3. The function mB(�) satis�es the following properties:

1. mB(�) is increasing in mA (weakly when mA � m);

2. mB(m0) = 0 and mB(mA) = m, for all mA � m;

3. mB(�) is decreasing in p.

Proof of Lemma 3: Part 2 is directly implied by our assumptions on r and the de�nition
of m0. By (5),

@mB

@p
=
r(mB) + r(mA)

(1� p)r0(mB)
< 0;

@mB

@mA

=� pr0(mA)

�(1� p)r0(mB)
> 0;

where the signs come from our assumption that r0(m) < 0 for m > 0. �

Thus, (3) becomes

mA +mB(mA) = q[F (r(mA)) + F (r(mB(mA)))]: (7)

12To be more precise, when p = 1, any m0 � m satis�es (6) but only m will be relevant.
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Observe that the left hand side of the above equation is continuous and increasing in mA

and the right hand side is continuous and decreasing. In addition, as mA increases to

m, the left hand side increases to 2m > 0, while the right hand side decreases to 0. So,

in order for a solution m�
A 2 [m0;m] to the above equation to exist, it is necessary and

su¢ cient that

m0 + 0 � q[F (r(m0)) + F (r(0))];

or

m0 � qF (r(m0)) � qF (r(0)): (8)

We now analyze under which conditions (8), which assures existence of margins of

victory consistent with both the mixing condition (5) and the coherency condition (7)

between anticipated and realized margins, holds. When p = 1=2, we have m0 = 0, so

the above condition is satis�ed for all q. When p increases to 1, m0 increases to m so

m0 � qF (r(m0)) = m. Condition (8) is violated for q < m=F (r(0)). Observes that the

left hand side is increasing in m0. By monotonicity and continuity, for any given q, there

exists a �p(q) 2 [1=2; 1] such that (8) is satis�ed for all p � �p(q). In particular, �p(q) = 1

for q � m=F (r(0)) and �p(q) is increasing in q for q < m=F (r(0)):

Before continuing the analysis, it is useful to impose additional assumptions on the

regret function and the density f of the cost, and then to introduce some comparative

statics results, which will prove useful to complete the characterization of the equilibrium.

Assumption 2. The density function of the cost of voting, f , is such that f(x)x is
increasing in x.

Assumption 3. The regret function, r, is such that r0(m)=r(m) is decreasing in m, for
m > 0. In other words, r(m) is log-concave when m > 0:

For example, Assumption 2 is satis�ed by the uniform distribution and Assumption 3

is satis�ed by concave regret functions, including a¢ ne ones.

Before proceeding with the analysis of the equilibrium, it is useful to introduce some

notation that will be used throughout the paper.

XA=1� qf(r(mA))r
0(mA)

XB =1� qf(r(mB))r
0(mB)

�= [r(mA) + r(mB)]XB

�=(1� p)r0(mB(mA))XA + pr
0(mA)XB

In words, Xi; i = fA;Bg, expresses how the di¤erence between anticipated margins for
candidate i in state si and the realized margins for such a candidate due to the votes of

13



informed voters is directly a¤ected by a change in the anticipated margin mi: The term

� � r0(mB) gives the direct e¤ect of p, �xing the margin mA, on the di¤erence between

the sum of anticipated and realized margins when uninformed voters mix, that is the

di¤erence between LHS and RHS in (7) when mB has to adjust so as to maintain the

indi¤erence condition (5). The term �; for �xed p and q, is a function of mA only; as mB

must respect the mixing condition (5). Therefore, it should be clear that the term XB in

the expression for � is evaluated at mB = mB(mA): To provide an interpretation for �,

notice that � � r0(mB) measures how the di¤erence in the sum of anticipated and realized

margins is a¤ected by a change in the anticipated margin mA; when voters mix.

Applying the implicit function theorem to (7) we have:

dm�
A

dp
=� �

�

�� > 0; (9)

dm�
A

dq
=
[F (r(m�

A)) + F (r(m
�
B)](1� p)r0(m�

B)

�� > 0; (10)

where m�
B = mB(m

�
A) and �

� > 0 and �� < 0 are the terms de�ned above evaluated

at (m�
A;m

�
B). Notice, in fact, that for any mi>0, i = A;B, Xi is greater than 1 and

r0(mi) < 0.

From the above results we can obtain the comparative statics for m�
B :

dm�
B

dp
=
@mB

@mA

dm�
A

dp
+
@mB

@p

����
mA=m

�
A

= (11)

�r(m
�
A) + r(m

�
B)

(1� p)r0(m�
B)

�
pr0(m�

A)XB

�� � 1
�
< 0

dm�
B

dq
=
@mB

@mA

dm�
A

dq
> 0 (12)

and �nally for the turnout of uninformed and informed citizens:

d�u
dp

= f(pr(m�
A))[r(m

�
A) + pr

0(m�
A)
dm�

A

dp
] = (13)

f(pr(m�
A))

�� [r(m�
A)�

� � pr0(m�
A)�

�]:

Assumptions 2 and 3 imply that the above expression is negative.13

d�u
dq

= f(pr(m�
A))pr

0(m�
A)
dm�

A

dq
< 0 (14)

13The expression in the brackets of (13) can be written as [pqr0(m�
A)r

0(m�
B)f(r(m

�
B))r(m

�
B)�

(1�p)qr0(m�
A)r

0(m�
B)f(r(m

�
A))r(m

�
A)]+ [(1�p)r(m�

A)r
0(m�

B)�pr(m�
B)r

0(m�
A)]: Since p � 1=2; the sum

of the �rst two terms is positive by Assumption 2 and the sum of the last two is positive by Assumption

3.
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d� I
dp

= f(r(m�
I))r

0(m�
I)
dm�

I

dp

(
<0 if I = A

>0 if I = B
; (15)

d� I
dq

= f(r(m�
I))r

0(m�
I)
dm�

I

dq
< 0: (16)

Condition (8) is not enough to assure that, m�
A, the solution to (7), is part of a desirable

mixing equilibrium. For this, there also need to exist a mixing probability � 2 [1=2; 1]
that satis�es (1), that is, that makes the realized margins of victory consistent with the

citizens�behaviours and expectations. The mixing probability consistent with (1) is:

� =
1

2
+
mA � qF (r(mA))

2(1� q)F (pr(mA))
: (17)

Thus, we need

m�
A � qF (r(m�

A))� 0; (18)

m�
A � qF (r(m�

A))� (1� q)F (pr(m�
A))� 0: (19)

It is easy to verify that only the second inequality matters, as the �rst is implied by (7)

and the facts that m�
A>m

�
B and m� qF (r(m)) is increasing in m; for m > 0.

To sum up the above analysis, a desirable mixing equilibrium exists if the boundary

inequality (8) is satis�ed, which implies that the equilibrium condition (7) has a solution,

and, in addition, if such solution satis�es (19), which ensures the existence of a valid

mixing probability. We now discuss this last condition according to the proportion of

informed voters, q.

When the probability of candidate A being the best candidate, p, is exactly 1=2 then,

by the mixing condition (5), for any q, mB(mA) = mA and, from the equilibrium condition

(7) we have mA = qF (r(mA)): In addition, we also know by (6) that m0 = 0 and that,

therefore, (8) is satis�ed and the equilibrium equation has a solution m�
A. Substituting

this solution into (19) makes it

�(1� q)F (pr(m�
A)) � 0;

which clearly holds for all q 2 [0; 1]. Thus, when p = 1=2 a unique desirable mixing

equilibrium exists for all q 2 [0; 1].
We now consider the case where p = �p(q); the maximum possible value for (8) to be

satis�ed. In this case, (8) holds as equality, and the solution to (7) ism�
A = m0. Thus, (19)

becomes

qF (r(0))� (1� q)F (�p(q)r(m0)) � 0;

or, using (5)

qF (r(0))� (1� q)F ((1� �p(q))r(0)) � 0:
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Rewriting, gives us

q � F ((1� �p(q))r(0))
F ((1� �p(q))r(0)) + F (r(0)) : (20)

Recalling from page 13 that �p(q) is increasing in q, we have that the right hand side of the

above condition is decreasing in q. In the meantime, the condition is satis�ed at q = 0,

where �p(0) = 1=2 and the right hand side is positive; it is not satis�ed at q = 1=2, as

the right hand side is always less than 1=2. By continuity, there exists a �q < 1=2, such

that the above condition is satis�ed whenever q � �q. We just showed that for q � �q;

the condition (19) for having � � 1; is satis�ed at �p(q): It is easy to show that under

assumptions 2 and 3 it is also satis�ed for all p � �p(q):14

Consider now q > �q: When p = 1=2; the left hand side of (19) is less than zero and

when p = �p(q) it is greater than zero. By monotonicity, there exists a bp(q) 2 [1=2; �p(q))
such that (19) is satis�ed for all p 2 [1=2; bp(q)]:
In the extreme case where q = 1, when all citizens are informed, the equilibrium

conditions (1) and (2) become mA = F (r(mA)) and mB = F (r(mB)): Thus, candidates

A and B have the same winning margin in their corresponding state. A hypothetical

uninformed voter would strictly prefer to vote for A if p > 1=2. Hence, when q = 1, the

mixing equilibrium is possible only when p = 1=2 and therefore bp(1) = 1=2:15
The above discussion on the conditions that must be satis�ed in a mixed desirable

equilibrium as well as of the de�nition of the thresholds �p(q); bp(q) and q leads to the
following characterization of the desirable mixing equilibrium:

Proposition 1. A desirable mixing equilibrium exists if and only if, p 2 [1=2; �p(q)) and
q � q; or p 2 [1=2; bp(q)] and q > q:
3.1.2 Undesirable mixing equilibrium

In an undesirable mixing equilibrium both candidates receive votes from uninformed voters

but candidate B is never elected. In order for this to occur, we need the following mixing

condition

pr(mA) = (1� p)r(m�
B); (21)

where r(m�
B) indicates that in this type of equilibrium the margin of victory for candidate

B must be negative. It follows that while r(mA) = r+(mA); as in (5), now r(mB) =

r�(mB):

14To see this, notice that the derivative of the LHS of (19) with respect to p, XA
dm�

A

dp � (1 � q)d�udp is

positive, as under Assumptions 2 and 3, dm
�
A

dp > 0 and d�u
dp < 0 :

15Without further assumptions we cannot know if bp(q) is decreasing in all its domain. It can be showed
that su¢ cient conditions for this is that the functions F and r are convex on R+.
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The threshold m0 2 [0; 1] is de�ned as before in (6) and implies that for mA 2 [m0;m]

there is a unique m�
B satisfying (21). We use m

�
B(mA) to denote this value.

Lemma 4. The function m�
B(�) satis�es the following properties:

1. mB(�) is decreasing in mA (weakly when mA � m)

2. mB(m0) = 0 and mB(mA) = �1, for mA � m.

3. mB(�) is increasing p.

Proof of Lemma 4: Part 1 and 3:Applying the IFT to (21), recalling that r0(m) > 0;
for m < 0, we have

@m�
B

@mA

=� pr0(mA)

�(1� p)r0(m�
B)
< 0

@mB

@p
=
r(mB) + r(mA)

(1� p)r0(m�
B)

> 0

Part 2 follows from Part 1, the de�nition ofm0; (21) and the assumptions that r(mA) =

0 for mA � m. �

Substituting m�
B(mA) into (3) we have

mA � qF (r(mA)) = �[m�
B(mA)� qF (r(m�

B(mA)))]: (22)

We are interested in existence and uniqueness of a solution m��
A 2 [m0;m] to the above

equation. When mA = m0, by Lemma 4 we have m�
B = 0: The LHS is m0 � qF (r(m0))

and the RHS is qF (r(0)): When mA = m, by Lemma 4 we have m�
B = �1: The LHS is

m � 1 and the RHS is 1:We also know that the LHS is increasing with respect to mA but

we do not know whether the RHS is or not. However, by the intermediate value theorem

we know that a su¢ cient condition for an intersection m��
A 2 [m0;m] to exist is

m0 � qF (r(m0)) � qF (r(0)): (23)

The terms in this condition are the same as the ones de�ning p(q) for the desirable

mixing equilibrium, (8). Now however we need p � p(q): It should be noticed that, while
in the desirable mixing equilibrium the solution to (7) is unique, for the undesirable mixing

equilibrium without further assumptions, we cannot say the same about the solution to

(22).
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We continue the analysis of the undesirable mixing equilibrium under the assumption

that m��
A is unique, as it is the case for example if f is uniform and the regret function is

linear.16

It should be noted at this point that the expressions for the e¤ect of p and q on

the margins of victory and turnout in an undesirable mixing equilibrium are the same

as those for the desirable case, expressions (9) through (16), provided that we replace

m�
A and mB(mA) with m��

A and m�
B(mA), respectively. For simplicity, we slightly abuse

notation and use the same symbol � in the undesirable mixing case, but it is de�ned as

� = (1� p)r0(m�
B(mA))XA + pr

0(mA)XB:

In order for m��
A to be part of an undesirable mixing equilibrium, in addition to sat-

isfying the mixing condition (21) and the coherency of anticipated and realized margins

induced by behaviours (22), it must induce a mixing probability � 2 [1=2; 1] satisfying
(1):

m��
A � qF (r(m��

A ))� 0; (24)

m��
A � qF (r(m��

A ))� (1� q)F (pr(m��
A ))� 0: (25)

Once again, it is only the last condition that matters. This is becausem��
A �qF (r(m��

A ))

is increasing in p; and for p � p(q) this expression is positive, as at p(q) it becomes

m0 � qF (r(m0)), which by de�nition equals qF (r(0)) > 0:

For what concerns the second condition: when p = p(q) we have m0 � qF (r(m0)) =

qF (r(0)) and m��
A = m0: Condition (25) becomes qF (r(0))� (1� q)F ((1� p(q))r(0)) � 0

which is the same as (20). This means that condition (25) is satis�ed at p(q) for q � q:
However, it is not necessarily satis�ed for all p > p(q): If m��

A � qF (r(m��
A )) � (1 �

q)F (pr(m��
A )) is increasing in p; there exists a bbp(q) 2 [p(q); 1] such that (25) holds for

p 2 [p(q);bbp(q)]: We know that bbp(q) = p(q); but a priori we do not know its pattern.

For q > q; (20) is never satis�ed at p(q), and, if m��
A � qF (r(m��

A )) � (1 � q)F (pr(m��
A ))

is increasing in p, it is not satis�ed for any p>p(q): It follows that, in this situation

there cannot be an undesirable mixing equilibrium for q > q: A su¢ cient condition for

m��
A � qF (r(m��

A ))� (1� q)F (pr(m��
A )) to be increasing in p is that turnout of uninformed

citizens F (pr(m��
A )) is decreasing in p. To assure that this is the case we impose the

following assumptions:

16In the paper we refer to the regret function as linear in the sense of piece-wise linear of the following

form: r�(m) = 1 +m; r+(m) = 1 �  �m, for m 2 [0;m], and r+(m) = 0, for m > m; with  > 1 and

m = 1=.
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Assumption 4. (i) XB > 0; and (ii) � < 0, for all p � p(q):

Assumption 4 imposes restrictions only when the margin mB is negative. Part (i) will

be used also in the analysis of undesirable pure-strategy equilibria and it is necessary

for Part (ii) to hold. We have seen in the previous section that for any positive margin

mB satisfying the mixing condition (5), � is always negative. Part (ii) of assumption 4

imposes that � be negative for all negative margins mB satisfying the mixing condition,

only in the regions of parameters (p and q) where an undesirable mixing equilibrium can

possibly exist. This assumption is satis�ed, for example, when f is uniform and the regret

function linear. In this situation the expression d�u
dp
in (13) is negative.17 Recalling the

explanation for � from page 14, Part (ii) implies that, in an undesirable equilibrium, an

increase in the anticipated marginmA causes the di¤erence between the sum of anticipated

and realized winning margins in the two states to go down.

The above considerations lead us to the following characterization of the undesirable

mixing equilibrium under the assumptions that the solution m��
A to (22) is unique and

assumption 4.

Proposition 2. There exists an undesirable mixed-strategy equilibrium if and only if q < q
and p 2 (p(q);bbp(q)]:
3.2 Pure-strategy equilibria

In any pure-strategy equilibrium of this model uninformed voters vote for candidate A

with probability 1, that is, � = 1. Then, (1) and (2) become:

mA � qF (r(mA))= (1� q)F (pr(mA)); (26)

mB � qF (r(mB))=�(1� q)F (pr(mA)): (27)

For mA > 0; the left-hand side of (26) is continuous and increasing in mA (strictly so for

mA < m) and achieves its minimum (negative value) at 0 and maximum (one) at 1. The

right-hand side of (26) is positive, continuous and strictly decreasing in mA; and achieves

a minimum of zero . Therefore, (26) has a unique solution, mp
A > 0, where the superscript

p stands for pure strategy.

17Using (13), evaluated atm��
A ;m

��
B instead ofm�

A,m
�
B we have that, the expression for

d�u
dp in the unde-

sirbale mixing equilibrium, when � < 0, is negative if the term in brackets in (13) is positive. Such term,

already developed in footnote 13, can be re-written as �pr0(m��
A )r(m

��
B )X

��
B + (1�p)r(m��

A )r
0(m��

B )X
��
A ,

where X��
i corresponds to X��

i evaluated at m��
i ; which under assumption 4.i is positive:
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From (26), we can show that

dmp
A

dq
=�F (pr(m

p
A))� F (r(m

p
A))

YA
> 0; (28)

dmp
A

dp
=��(1� q)f(pr(m

p
A))r(m

p
A)

YA
> 0; (29)

where

YA = XA � (1� q)pf(pr(mp
A))r

0(mp
A) > 1:

The above results in turn imply that (1� q)F (pr(mp
A)) is decreasing in q and increasing

in p. The former is because both (1 � q) and F (pr(mp
A)) decrease as q increases. The

latter uses (26) and the fact that its left-hand side is increasing in mA. Therefore, we

have that in a pure strategy equilibrium turnout of uninformed citizens increases with p:

d�u
dp

=
dF (pr(mp

A))

dp
=
dmp

A

dp

XA

(1� q) > 0: (30)

For what concerns the response of turnout of informed citizens to p and of turnout

of each group of citizens with respect to q, (14) through (16) are also valid in the pure-

strategy equilibrium case, provided that m�
I is replaced in each term with mP

I ; I = A;B:

Notice that a solutionmp
B(m

p
A) 2 [�1; 1] to (27) always exists, as the LHS is continuous

with value on the compact set [-1,1] and the RHS has value in [�(1� q); 0]: Assumption
4 implies that m � qF (r(m)) is increasing in m, also for m < 0; which in turn assures

that the solution mp
B(m

p
A) is unique. The following graph (drawn assuming uniform cost

distribution and linear regret function) can be used to understand how mp
A and m

p
B are

determined.

Using the graph and the above results we have:18

dmp
B

dq
=
@mp

B

@mp
A

� dm
p
A

dq
+
@mB

@q

����
mP
A

= (31)

�pr0(mA)(1� q)f(pr(mA))

XB

F (r(mp
A))� F (pr(m

p
A))

YA
+
F (pr(mp

A)) + F (r(m
p
B))

XB

> 0

and

dmp
B

dp
=
@mp

B

@mp
A

� dm
p
A

dp
+
@mB

@p

����
mP
A

= (32)

18The expression @mp
B

@mp
A
is the partial derivative of mp

B with respect to m
p
A calculated from (27) holding

p and q �xed.
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Figure 1: Pure Strategy margins

�pr0(mA)(1� q)f(pr(mA))

XB

(1� q)f(pr(mA))r(mA)

YA
� (1� q)f(pr(mA))r(mA)

XB

=
�(1� q)f(pr(mA))r(mA)

XBYA
XA < 0

The solution mp
B(m

p
A) to (27) is (weakly) positive, i.e., the potential pure-strategy

equilibrium is desirable, if and only if

(1� q)F (pr(mp
A)) � qF (r(0)): (33)

Clearly when q � 1=2 condition (33) always holds. This is because, taking into consid-
eration that informed citizens have higher turnout, uninformed citizens are not enough to

counterbalance the voting choices of informed voters. For smaller proportions of informed

voters, we have to analyze condition (33) further. We know that (1 � q)F (pr(mp
A)) is

decreasing in q; while clearly qF (r(0)) is increasing. When q = 0; LHS>RHS and the

opposite holds when q = 1=2: It follows that there exists eq(p) 2 (0; 1=2) such that, for all
q � eq(p); (33) holds, with equality at eq(p). Notice that eq(p) is increasing in p, because
(1�q)F (pr(mp

A)) is decreasing in q and increasing in p: Therefore, there exists a ep(q) such
that for p < ep(q); (33) holds. In particular at q = q we have that ep(q) = bp(q). This is
because at q and bp(q) there is a desirable mixing equilibrium with � = 1, where mp

A = m0

and mp
B = 0. Notice also that there exists a unique eq 2 (q; 1=2) such that ep(q) = 1 for

all q � eq: In addition, eq < minf1; m=F (r(0))g. This is because when p = 1; the equation
21



de�ning mp
A becomes m

p
A = F (r(m

p
A)) and eq is the solution to (1�q)mp

A = qF (r(0)), that

is eq = mp
A=(m

p
A + F (r(0))), which is always smaller than minf1; m=F (r(0))g.

Condition (33) is necessary but not su¢ cient for having a desirable pure strategy

equilibrium. In fact a pure-strategy equilibrium does not exist if, at the given margins,

uninformed citizens strictly prefer to vote for candidate B: The following Lemma, are

important for the characterization of pure-strategy equilibrium.

Lemma 5. For q < q, ep(q) < p(q); for q = q, ep(q) = p(q); and for q > q, ep(q) > p(q):
Proof of Lemma 5:
For q = q follows directly from the fact that at q we have p(q) = bp(q): At bp; m�

A satisfying

(7) is such that equation (1) is satis�ed with � = 1: At p, m�
B = 0. Since there is a unique

mA(p; q; �) > 0 that solves (1), at p(q) = bp(q), m�
A = m

p
A and m

�
B = m

p
B = 0.

For q < q: �x a q and the corresponding p(q): We have m�
A = m0, m�

B = 0 and the

� satisfying (1) is strictly less than 1. For the same (q; p(q)) consider the mp
A and m

p
B

satisfying (1) and (2), respectively, with � = 1. Since, under assumptions 2 and 3,

mA(p; q; �) is increasing in �, we have that m
p
A > m�

A. In addition, since m
p
A and m

p
B

must also satisfy (3), and m � qF (r(m)) is increasing in m for m > 0, it must be that

m�
B>m

p
B. It follows that at p(q), m

p
B < 0; and therefore, since m

p
B is decreasing in p, ep(q)

must be smaller than p(q):

For q > q the proof is analogous. For this range of q, we have that p(q) > bp(q); which
implies that along p(q), the � that satis�es (1) at the m�

A satisfying (7) is some � > 1:

For the same reason as above this now implies that mp
A and m

p
B satisfying (1) and (2)

are such that mp
A < m

�
A and m

p
B > m

�
B = 0. Therefore, since m

p
B is decreasing in p, ep(q)

must be greater than p(q):�

The results in Lemma 5 imply that for low q the threshold for mixing bbp(q) is above
the thresholds for desirable pure-strategies ep(q), while the opposite is true for higher q.19
The representation of the di¤erent thresholds is illustrated in Figure 2.

Lemma 6. For any �xed q: (i) d(pr(mp
A))=dp > 0 and (ii) d((1 � p)r(mp

B))=dp < 0,

where (mp
A,m

p
B) are the solutions to (26) and (27).

Proof of Lemma 6:
19For q<q we have shown on page 18 that bbp > p: Similarly, for q > q we have shown on page 16 thatbp < p:
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Part (i) follows from (30) and the fact that �u is increasing in pr(m
p
A): For part (ii) we have

that d((1� p)r(mp
B))=dp = �r(m

p
B) + (1� p)r0(m

p
B)

d(mp
B)

dp
= 1

XBYA
(�r(mp

B)XAXB + (1�
q)f(pr(mp

A))[pr(m
p
B)r

0(mp
A)XB � (1� p)r0(mp

B)r(m
p
A)XA]): The �rst term in parenthesis

is negative, so a su¢ cient condition for whole expression to be negative is that the term

in squared bracket is negative. When mp
B < 0, r0(mp

B) > 0; so, under assumption 4,

pr(mp
B)r

0(mp
A)XB < 0; and �(1�p)r0(mp

B)r(m
p
A)XA < 0: To see that the term in squared

bracket is negative also when mp
B � 0, rewrite it as the sum of the following two terms,

[(1� p)r(mp
A)r

0(mp
B)� pr(m

p
B)r

0(mp
A)]+[pqr

0(mp
A)r

0(mp
B)f(r(m

p
B))r(m

p
B)�

(1� p)qr0(mp
A)r

0(mp
B)f(r(m

p
A))r(m

p
A)], that we already met in footnotes 13 and 17 to

prove the sign of d�u
dp
in the mixing equilibria. The �rst term is negative, by assumption

3 and the fact that p � 1=2, and the second term is negative by assumption 2.�

An implication of Lemma 6 is that mixed-strategy and pure-strategy equilibria are

mutually exclusive, that is, for any q, the thresholds bbp(q) and bp(q) below which there

exists a mixed-strategy undesirable and desirable equilibrium, respectively, are the same

as the thresholds above which there exists a pure-strategy equilibrium. To see this, notice

�rst that for any (q; p) there is a unique (mp
A,m

p
B) solving (26) and (27), that is solving

(1) and (2) with � = 1: From the Lemma then it follows that if at some (q; p) there is a

pure-strategy equilibrium (mp
A,m

p
B), where by de�nition pr(m

p
A) � (1�p)r(m

p
B), then also

at a higher p there is a pure-strategy equilibrium. In addition, mixed strategy equilibria

exist for relatively low p and in the parameter region where there are mixing equilibria,

the mixing probability � is increasing in p20. This implies that as p increases, � increases

til it reaches 1 at the thresholds bbp(q) and bp(q), for low and high q respectively. Along this
thresholds there is a pure-strategy equilibrium (mp

A,m
p
B) where pr(m

p
A) = (1 � p)r(m

p
B):

Lemma 6 then implies that for lower p; pr(mp
A) < (1 � p)r(m

p
B), and voting for A with

probability 1 is not optimal.

Proposition 3. For any (p,q):
(i) There exists a desirable pure-strategy equilibrium i¤ q � q and p 2 [bp(q); ep(q)]:
(ii) There exists a undesirable pure-strategy equilibrium i¤ q � q and p � ep(q) or q < q
and p � bbp(q):
Proof of Proposition 3: (i) and (ii) follow from the de�nition of ep(q); Lemma 5, Lemma
6 and its implications of mutual exclusivity of mixed- and pure-strategy equilibria.�

In the situation with uniform cost distribution and linear regret, all assumptions rele-

vant for the main propositions are satis�ed: not only assumptions 1, 2, 3, 4 are satis�ed,
20This can be easily seen from equation equation (17) and the fact that in mixing equilibria mA is

increasing in p and pr(mA) is decreasing.
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Figure 2: Equilibrium characterization

but it is easy to prove that m��
A is unique. Figure 2 illustrates the equilibrium characteri-

zation for this case.

It is easy to verify that in all types of equilibrium r(mB) > r(mA), that is, the

equilibrium regret from not voting is higher in the ex-ante less likely state. This is obvious

in mixing equilibria, where from the mixing condition r(m�
B) =

p
1�pr(m

�
A) > r(m�

A) for

p > 1=2: It is also obvious for desirable pure-strategy equilibria, where mP
A > mP

B � 0

and, therefore, by assumption 1, r(mP
B) > r(m

P
A): In undesirable pure-strategy equilibria,

where by de�nition mP
A > 0 > mP

B; it follows from the fact that equation (3) can be

satis�ed only for mP
A > �mP

B; which in turns implies, by assumption 1, that r(m
P
B) >

r(mP
A):

We can then state that in any equilibrium, turnout of informed voters in the less likely

state is higher than that in the more likely state, which in turn is higher than turnout

of uninformed voters. That is, �B > �A > �u: The �nding that informed voters go to

vote more than uninformed ones is consistent with many other models as well as empirical

evidence.21 Our analysis also tells us that turnout should be higher in the less likely state.

21See, e.g., Feddersen and Pesendorfer [10] and Degan and Merlo [9].
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4 Comparative statics

In this section we conduct comparative statics analysis of the equilibrium with respect to

p, the ex-ante probability that A is the best candidate; and q, the proportion of informed

citizens. Throughout the section it will be assumed that assumptions 1 through 4 hold.

We start by considering the implications for the margins of victory:

Proposition 4. In the equilibrium of our psychologically-based model of voting:

1. The winning margin for each candidate is increasing in the probability of the can-

didate being the better one, i.e. mA is increasing in p and mB is decreasing in

p.

2. The winning margin for candidate A in state sA; mA; is increasing in the proportion

of informed citizens q in pure-strategy and in desirable mixing equilibria, but is

decreasing in undesirable mixing equilibria. The winning margin for candidate B in

state sB; mB; is increasing in the proportion of informed citizens q in all types of

equilibria.

Proof or Proposition 4:
Recalling from page 14 that expressions in (9) through (12) are valid also for the

undesirable mixing equilibrium, but possibly with a di¤erent sign, and taking into con-

sideration the results from Lemmas 3 and 4:

1. The results follow for state sA from (9) and (29), and for state sB from (11) and (32).

2. The results follow for state sA from (10) and (28), and for state sB from (12) and

(31).�

Proposition 4 indicates that, as the information about who the best candidate is

becomes more precise, the margins of victory for the best candidate increase in all types

of equilibrium. When the proportion of informed citizens increases, the e¤ect on the

margin of victory for the right candidate will depend on the realization of the state and

the type of equilibrium. In all types of equilibria but the undesirable mixing, higher q

leads to higher margins in both states. In an undesirable mixing equilibrium the margins

will go down in the ex-ante most likely state, sA, and up in the other state, sB:

We illustrate the intuition for the somewhat counterintuitive result thatmA is decreas-

ing in q in the undesirable mixing equilibrium, which in turn implies that the margin mA

is non-monotonic in q for relatively low levels of p. Observe �rst that in the equilibrium

condition (7), an increase in q would mean that the sum of the realized margins would

be too high because there are more informed voters casting votes, compared to the sum
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of the anticipated margins. The question is then in which way mA must be adjusted so

as to restore the balance. Suppose we increase mA. This has two e¤ects, one direct and

the other indirect. The direct e¤ect is that since XA > 0, it would increase the di¤erence

between the anticipated margin of Candidate A and the realized margin in state A due to

votes cast by informed voters. However, the indirect e¤ect is that due to the indi¤erence

condition of the uninformed voters, mB must now become more negative since we are in

an undesirable equilibrium. By assumption 4.ii, � < 0, which implies that a change in

mA has a large e¤ect on mB,22 which means that the di¤erence between the anticipated

margin of Candidate B and the realized margin in state B due to votes cast by informed

voters is signi�cantly decreased, so much so that it overwhelms the direct e¤ect. So, an

increase in mA would actually mean the realized margins would be even higher compared

with the anticipated margins. Therefore, to restore equilibrium, mA must be decreased

when the proportion of informed voters, q, increases.

We continue the comparative statics analysis by considering in order the e¤ect of our

two information parameters, q and p; on turnout.

Proposition 5. In the equilibrium of our psychologically-based model of voting:

1. Turnout of uninformed citizens is decreasing in q in pure-strategy and desirable

mixing equilibria, but increasing in q in undesirable mixing equilibria.

2. Turnout of informed citizens is decreasing in q in both states in all desirable equilib-

ria, increasing in q in both states in undesirable mixing equilibria, but decreasing in

q in state sA and increasing in q in state sB in undesirable pure-strategy equilibria.

Proof or Proposition 5:
1. The derivative of turnout of uninformed citizens with respect to q is d�u

dq
= f(pr(m�

A))

pr0(m�
A)

dmA

dq
: The results follows from the sign of dmA

dq
in the di¤erent types of equilibria

(see part 2 of Proposition 4).

2. The derivative of turnout of informed citizens in state I with respect to q is d�I
dq
=

f(pr(mI)) pr
0(mI)

dmI

dq
: The results follows from the sign of dmI

dq
in the di¤erent types of

equilibria (see part 2 of Proposition 4).�

Since turnout of informed citizens is determined by the winning margin of the right

candidate, its change is directly implied by the corresponding part of Proposition 4 and

assumptions on the regret function. For example, in desirable pure-strategy equilibria,

22Assumption 4 is a variation of the �winner regrets less" assumption of Li and Majumdar [22], intro-

duced in footnote 9.
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Figure 3: Comparative statics: proportion of informed q

since the winning margins of the right candidate, A in sA and B in sB, are both increasing

in q, the proportion of informed voters, the turnout of informed voters must be decreasing

in q in both states. On the other hand, in undesirable mixing equilibria, the winning

margin of Candidate A in sA is decreasing in q but the winning margin of Candidate B

in sB is increasing in q, which implies that in both states, as q increases, the winning

margin moves towards 0. Hence, the turnout of the informed voters is increasing in q in

both states.

The change in the turnout of uninformed citizens, on the other hand, only depends

on the winning margin of Candidate A in state sA, so it is decreasing in q in all types of

equilibria but undesirable mixing equilibria.

Proposition 5 indicates that, the response of turnout of informed and uninformed cit-

izens goes in the same direction in all cases except the undesirable pure-strategy equilib-

rium in state B, where turnout of uninformed decreases but the one of informed increases.

In addition, turnout of uninformed citizens, and that of informed (conditional on the

state), can be non monotonic in q. This will be the case for relatively low p, starting with

an undesirable mixing equilibrium when q is low, moving to a desirable mixing equilib-

rium as q increases, and eventually, as q increases further, to a desirable pure-strategy

equilibrium.

Figure 3 represents the comparative statics results with respect to the proportion of

informed voters q.
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Proposition 6. In the equilibrium of our psychologically-based model of voting:

1. Turnout of uninformed citizens is decreasing in the ex-ante belief p in mixing equi-

libria, while it is increasing in p in pure-strategy equilibria.

2. Turnout of informed citizens in state sA is decreasing in p. Turnout of informed

citizens in state sB is increasing in p in desirable equilibria and is decreasing in p

in undesirable equilibria.

Proof or Proposition 6:
1. The derivative of turnout of uninformed citizens with respect to p is d�u

dp
= dF (pr(mA))=dp;

where mA is the equilibrium margin. We have shown in section 3.1, that this is expres-

sion is negative in desirable and undesirable mixing equilibria (expression in (13)), and,

in section 3.2, that it is positive in pure-strategy equilibria (expression in 30)).

2. The derivative of turnout of informed citizens in state I with respect to p is d�I
dp
=

f(r(mI))r
0(mI)

dmI

dp
: The result follows form the signs of r0(mI) in the di¤erent types of

equilibria and of dmI

dp
in the di¤erent states (see Proposition 4).�

Proposition 6 indicates that turnout of uninformed citizens is non-monotonic in p,

the clarity of information about who the best candidate is. As it becomes increasingly

likely that A is the better candidate, turnout initially decreases but then it increases. We

hereby o¤er an intuition for these results. As p increases, it becomes more attractive for

uninformed voters to vote for A. However, their response is di¤erent in a pure-strategy

equilibrium than in a mixed equilibrium. In the former, they can only respond by turning

out more to vote forA, driving up the wining margin forA in stateA and down the winning

margin for B in state B (consistent with Proposition 4). However, in the latter, they may

switch from voting for B to voting for A, again driving up the winning margin of A in

state A and down the winning margin of B in state B (again, consistent with Proposition

4). Note that in a mixing equilibrium, the cost cuto¤ that determines turnout is equal

to both the expected regret from not voting for A, pr(mA), and that from not voting for

B, (1� p)r(mB). In undesirable mixing equilibrium, it is immediate that the latter goes

down as p increases, because the winning margin mB becomes more negative, resulting

in less expected regret for not voting for B. This means that turnout will necessarily go

down.23 In desirable mixing equilibrium, the log-concavity assumption ensures that the

net e¤ect on (1� p)r(mB) is negative.

23The same intuition applies and is easier to see in the benchmark case where there are no informed

voters, which means mB = �mA.
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Figure 4: Comparative statics: ex-ante probability p

On the other hand, the response of turnout of informed citizens to p is entirely driven

by the anticipated margin. While in state A higher p always corresponds to higher margins

and lower regret, in state B higher p corresponds to higher margins but to higher regret

when the margin is negative and to lower regret when the margin is positive. This implies,

that turnout of informed can go in the same (negative) or opposite direction in the two

states. Interestingly, it also implies that in the less likely state, when the proportion of

informed voters is relatively large, turnout of informed voters in monotonically increasing

in p, but, when the proportion of informed citizens is relatively small, their turnout is

non-monotonic in p. It �rst increases and eventually decreases.

Figure 4 represents the comparative statics results with respect to the ex-ante proba-

bility of state A.

The comparative statics results above can also be used to make some assessment about

the relationship between the margins of victory in the di¤erent states and total turnout.

Let us denote total turnout in state sI ; I=A,B, by TI . Its expression is:

TI = (1� q)�u + q� I :

If we consider di¤erent margins of victory corresponding to di¤erent levels of infor-

mation p; holding everything else �xed, it is easy to verify that our results indicate that

there are some situations where, higher margins corresponds to lower turnout. This is
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the case, for example in desirable pure-strategy equilibria in state sB and in undesirable

mixing-equilibria.24 Interestingly, there are situations where higher margins corresponds

to higher turnout. This is the case, for example, in pure-strategy equilibria in state sA.25

We would obtain similar implications if di¤erent margins of victory where corresponding

to di¤erent levels of q, holding everything else �xed.

The way winning margins a¤ect turnout in our model resembles the way they indirectly

a¤ect turnout in pivotal-voter models, including that of Feddersen and Pesendorfer [10].

However, the implications of our model are quite di¤erent. Our comparative statics �nding

contrast with what happens in the pivotal-voter model of Feddersen and Pesendorfer

[10], where both the margins of victory and turnout of uninformed citizens increase with

the probability of being informed, and where in large elections, the prior probability

concerning the state of the world plays no critical role. Our results that turnout of

uninformed citizens is non-monotonic in (the ex-ante information) p; distinguishes our

model from simple pivotal-voter models with costly voting. For example, it is easy to

verify that in a �nite population version of our model, with only uninformed citizens who

care exclusively about the expected electoral outcome, turnout is always increasing in p.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, based on empirical evidence in elections and psychological studies that

regret is an important factor of individual decision making, we have proposed a regret-

based model of voting with common value, uncertainty about the state of the world, and

asymmetric information. The main ingredient of the model is that citizens anticipate the

regret they would experience if they fail to vote or vote for the wrong candidate and that

such regret is decreasing in the margin of victory for the right candidate and increasing

in the margin of victory for the wrong candidate. We have characterized the equilibrium.

The proportion of informed citizens and the ex-ante likelihood of each candidate been

the best one, determines whether the equilibrium is desirable, where the right candidate

is always elected, or undesirable, where the wrong candidate is elected in some state.

Pure-strategy equilibria, where uninformed voters always vote for the ex-ante favoured

candidate, exist for relatively high probability of that candidate being the best. Desirable

24In a desirable pure-strategy equilibrium we have that mP
B is decreasing in p, by Proposition 4.1,

while both �u and �B are increasing in p by Proposition 6.1 and 6.2, respectively. Consider now an

undesirable mixing equilibrium. In state A, m��
A increases in p, by Proposition 4.1, while both �u and

�A are decreasing in p by Proposition 6.1 and 6.2, respectively. In state B, m��
B decreases in p, meaning

that the margin for candidate B becomes more negative, while both �u and �B are decreasing in p.
25From (25), we have mA = TA, so that higher equilibrium margins for candidate A must correspond

to higher equilibrium turnout.
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equilibria exist for relatively high proportion of informed citizens.

The model we propose provides a tractable framework that is on solid footing in terms

of consistency with psychological studies on decision making and stylized facts about

voter turnout. It delivers many interesting distinctive comparative statics results. For

example, in all equilibria, turnout of informed citizens is higher in the less likely state. The

winning margin for the right candidate can be increasing or decreasing in the proportion

of uninformed citizens, depending on the type of equilibrium. Turnout of both informed

and uninformed citizens is non monotonic in the ex-ante probability that one candidate

is the correct one and in the proportion of informed citizens. The response of turnout

of informed and uninformed citizens to changes in these two elements can go in di¤erent

directions, depending on the state and type of equilibrium. Furthermore, winning margins

can be positively or negatively correlated with total turnout.

The distinctive implications of the model can be confronted with the data using exper-

imental or empirical studies. In addition, our comparative static analysis regarding the

proportion of informed voters can be viewed as a precursor to a more involved analysis

about information provision (by the government or candidates) and information acquisi-

tion (by voters).
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